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About This Game

The second game about making games!

Experience the life of a high school indie game developer. Care for and build relationships with your teammates!

Yuta is following in the footsteps of Justin (from the first game) and wants to become an indie game developer. With his
teammates, will he be able to fulfill his dream or will the drama overcome him?

In-depth Indie Game Development Simulation

Manage funding, game ideas and your team

More story (just like you asked for)

Buff System

More characters

Multiple endings
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Eat snacks in-game (for better or worse)
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a man puts his mind in his work,his feeling his sol and his love...
the game is a tottaly 100% money driven game,either there is no love for the genre,
or there is no love for art,or there is no love for the programming.
what is a man without a hart?
then why would you draw such a thing?

if it one thing that drawing teaches you it is that what you love to draw comes out much stronger...
and that where you lack becomes ugly...and just a blur of blended paint.
if one thing it is that programming teaches it is that that little peace of information can save hours...of extra code.
as for the genre expand explore build ...there is little there.

what is a managing game in micro managment...time saver? or game waster?
as an artist,in any kind of (free) art you have to able to take complaints.
it is not a code you write is a current of switches finly tuned to do what you want.
it is a poem that charis not a bold word code.
a varialble that always stand still is not variable at all.
if every turn of time is only there to make union income,and no turn is there for the game except expansion of enterprise.
then that is all you are focusd on that is in your 3rd eye....
every building on a planet needs a solid foundation in order to expand to space and beyond...
workers go from planet to planet in little space ships....they dont stand variable still on the planets surface.
there is a condition...that is i first need to look,then i need to feel,then i need love.
love takes time...
put little character on a giant rocky planet....there does not have to be a story.
look at what its missing...a house a tree an apple some grass air fire...and what not.
for you character to be happy it needs all these conditions,or he could be there.
why would a god put some one inside a box and write for him what to do...rather he provides it whit all he needs.
let the character decide the story.. One of the best Total War games out there. It does have a small learning curve to it, but once
you get the hang of it the game becomes so immersive and exciting. I love how the game can throw things at you with no
hesitation and make the game more challenging. Would definitely buy it again for a friend to give them a similar experience
playing this game.. The game is AWESOME, but this port has some problems.

Making a save while in the Travel Agency screen causes the game to stuck after loading it. The only way to fix it is to skip the
rest of the day.

Another annoying change is during the briefing. The manager talks the usual stuff, but pronounces the company names (e.g.
"Sunshine airwaves") with a different voice (i.e. <insert name here>).

Better play the pirate original version.. Couldn't hold my attention for an hour.

Decent art style and animations, and gameplay was passable, though some of the player/enemy stats were unbalanced.. yeah this
game is absolute♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ cant beleive someone gifted me this. lol

All simulator games are♥♥♥♥♥♥I geuss. Except Tabletop. No better way to spend my time than being a goat and solving
puzzles. 10/10. A simple but well made 2D game....A must have... I found this route thoroughly enjoyable and very close to the
real thing. The 37 is great in its new working form, the radio token system quite realistic adding great ambience to the whole
and is very well done.. This has all the smoothness of a bad flash game, The art style is ok, but it doesn't fit, the background and
enemies don't belong together so it seems like it was some sort of assest pack hastely cobbled together in one day.
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You might like if: You want to relive your Oddworld days, but lack the PlayStation version. It's a shaky port though, so new
players would probably be better off checking out Oddworld: New 'n' Tasty instead (the modern remake), as It likely won't be
the same without the nostalgia.

Great game. Naff port.

For the masochistic among us who spent our childhood watching Abe repeatedly get shot/eaten/crushed/fall hilariously down a
massive ravine; and yet somehow still save all 99 Mudokons and want to relive that brutality again... 3 things to beware of that
haven't translated well from the PlayStation version to PC:

Overall game speed is faster (maybe 20%?)... And, as any veteran will tell you, the last thing meat saws need is more
oomph...

Controller mapping is shaky - We've lost the L2/R2 buttons where it doesn't recognise the triggers on most controllers.
It's also a sod to configure as well, unless you know which is button 1, 2, 3, 4... Not unworkable, but fiddly and takes
some getting used to.

The game stretches to full screen... which really doesn't flatter it. I'd personally prefer the option to let it retain its native
resolution and run with the black sidebars (akin to the screenshots on the store page).

It's a shame the port doesn't do it justice, as the game is an utterly stellar stealth-and-rescue platformer. You're stuck as a slave
at the bottom of the food chain and have to escape the clutches of the Magog Cartel before you become their latest ready-meal.
Outgunned, you purely have to use your wits to escape. But it gets better... You also have to save your friends too. And so ensues
a frustrating Lemmings-like rescue where you have to ensure that they don't get shot too... or aimlessly walk into a landmine.

You think Dark Souls is brutal? Kid... you ain't seen nothing yet...

But you get the beautiful taste of retaliation too. Play with grenades, use your enemy's own traps against them... or better still,
possess them and have them wreak the carnage for you. Play it well and you might even be able to gain enough powers to blast
them to ashes...

It's a wonderfully challenging platformer: Requiring as much precision and fast reflexes as it does puzzle solving. It's all about
looking at the level you are in and how best to use it to your advantage. It does have a few flaws though (thankfully fixed in its
successor, Abe's Exoddus): Whilst you (graciously) have infinite lives and frequent checkpoints, the lack of quick save can
make some fiddly areas an absolute ball ache. You also tend to need a strategy guide to find all of the hidden areas, as there
aren't any sneaky tell-tale markers you can look out for.

It's just a shame the port is so scrappy. It's not unplayable... but it's certainly hard work, and nostalgia can only get you so far..
Good for what it is, which is a short story to bring to life a setting for the pen-and-paper RPG setting, Deadlands Noir for
Savage Worlds. Viewed in that context this story has flavor and writes in the proper voice for the genre.. Easily recommended
for fans of the base game. Good amount of content added for a very fair price.. Great game, as typical of Sierra's style;
especially if you like non-standard stories and new perspectives.

The Steam version is censored, but there's a patch available to fix that here: https:\/\/the-last-
sovereign.blogspot.com\/p\/desecration-of-wings.html. Rough game.
But interesting.. Terrible game, really is a terrible game. So far have played 10 matches and have lost every single one of them.
And 3 of those 10 matches all my batters was out for LBW.....really?? all 10 of them players??. Ah, Oddworld: Abe's Oddyssee,
a game from my childhood I have very fond memories of. I used to spend hours playing this wonderful game with my dad. I still
remember the moment we first found out about the possession skill of Abe and our amazement that followed. The eerie
atmosphere combined with relentlessly high difficulty at some points and comic relief at others had left an ever lasting
impression in my then game-inexperienced mind. I was more than pleasantly surprised to find the Oddbox, which includes this
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game, on Steam, if only to relive the many moments which, to some extent, have shaped my perspective on videogames. Of
course, the graphics are outdated and the controls may need some getting used to for new players, but this is a videogame I can
recommend with my fullest conviction! The action-packed levels, the puzzle-solving and the story of a slave trying to save his
kind are things many a gamer will enjoy.. This game is affordable and very fun. Several different game modes (CTF, king of
the hill-ish, deathmatch, etc). The movement reminds me a lot of Tribes jetpacking and skiing combined with directional
boosters thanks to VR motion controls. They did a very good job of making a visual system that minimizes discomfort despite
the high speed of movement too.

Like all VR games, this won't have the online population of CSGO or Overwatch. Hop in the discord to take part in pick-up
games that fill servers! https:\/\/discord.gg\/ceJbGqx. In the annals of RPG, there is now a new low. Dreadful, awful,
embarrassing, cringing, all good words for this game
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